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. 

REsFARm MEMoRAxDuM 

THxE3ifmmsoF-~TBE~ IEG4DZE RADITX AID ADDIITG 

FORWAROCAMRERORTERARRODYEIAMIC C!HARAc?EEEUS'CS 

OFAWII!GWITH35°aFSWEEPBACK 

By Fred A. Demele and Fred B. Sutton 

SUMMARY 

A wind-tunnel investigation has been'conducted to deter&m the 
effect8 of a section modification on the aerodyna&c characteristics of 
a wing with 35O of sweepback. The wing was modified by increaeing the 
leading-e radius of the original RACA &A010 section and introducfng 
a emall amount of camber over the forward portion of the chord. 

Lift, &ag, pitohing-momeut, andtrailing-edge-flap hingsment 
charaoterietica (flap uudeflected) of the modified wing are oompared with 
the oharacteristics of the wing without the modification. The Reynolds 
nmiber was varied from 2,OOC,oOO to ll,COO,CCO at a Mach nmiber of 0.21, 
and the Mach nmiber waa ~fed from 0.21to 0.94 at a Reynolds number of 
2,000,000. 

The result8 of thie investigation reveal that the aerodynamic char- 
acteristics of the modified wing were much more sensftive to ohanges in 
Reynolds nmiberthanthose of the originalwing. AtaMachnumber of 
0.21 and Remolds number@ of 2,COO,OOO and 3,000,OOO the modification 
re8ulted in only slight improvement in the aemxlpadc characterirstica 
of the wing. At this aame Mach nm&er but at Reynolds numbers of 
7,OCO,OOO and 11,oOO,COO, the effect of the modification was to delay 
separation effects on the Wang to much higher lift coefficients, the 
inorease of IzIft coefficient being of the order of 50 peroent at a 
Reynolds mmiher of ll,OOO,OCO. This inrprovementwasindicatedbythe 
lift, drag, pitohivnt, andflaphinge+om ntdata. 

At a Reynolds raxniber of 2,000,OoO the modification resulted in 
little change in the commpressibilitg effects on the aermc U 
acterietioa of the wing. The lack of an fmprovament in the aerodynamic 
characteristio8 at the higher Mach numbera my be a result of the lm 
Reynolds number at which the high-8peed data were obtained. 



It h&8 been noted in previous investigation8 (e.g., reference 1) 
that BwepMack wInga without twist or camber an@ having small leading- 
edge radii undergo serio~ changef! in aerodynamic Cha.?X@BriBtiCB at 
relatively low lift coefficients. It is believed that these deficiencies 
may be the result of leading-edge separation R88OCiRted with the u8e of 
8ectionB having small leading-edge radii such as thin NACA 6-8e:?ies 
BeCtiOIl8. 

Preliminary tests conducted at low speed have indicated that Illodi- 
fying a Bwep~ack wing with thI+ type of section by increasing the 
leading-dge radius and introducing a 8mall emount.of caliber over the 
forward portion of the chord delayed separation to higher angles of 
attack. The present inveatigatfon, conducted in the Ame8 u-foot pree- 
sure wind tunnel, was under-L&en to extend the study of-the effects of 
such modification8 over a wide range of Reynolds Dumber8 and to high 
eubeonic Mach numbers. 

The model wing, which was modified for this investigation, had 35’ 
cf sweepback axxi employed the mAC!A 64AOlO section normal to the qua&es 
chord line. The modification entailed &z1 increase in the leading-edge 
r&us and the addition of a small amount of camber over the forward 
poEction of the chord, Ae a ba6iB for ;ludging the effectiveness of the 
modification, data from reference 1 on the unmdified wing have been 
included herein. The data for both wings have been reduced to coeffi- 
cient form on the basis of thfsir respective wing areas. 

NOTATION 

The coefficients and symbol8 ueed in this report are defined ae 
fOllOW8: 

CD drag coefficient 

%n minimum drag coefficient 

cD* drag coefficient at zero Uft ” 
'h hinge-mament cpefficient 

CL lift coefficient 

CL, lift-curve 81OpEJ 

.- 

.- 
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c 
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pitohing-moment coefficient about the quarter point of the mean 

aerodynamic chord 
c 

mpect ratio 

Mach nuniber 

firetmcmentof iiheflapareabehindthe tinge line about the 
hinge Ifne, feet cubed 

Reynolds nu&er q 
( > 

8emispan wing area, square feet 

free+tream velocity, feet per eeoclnd 

lateral distance to mean aerodyaamfc chord from plane of symmetry, 
feet 

8emispan,measuredperpendicularto the plane of BFmcaetry, feet 

chord, mea8ured. parallel to the plane of symmetry, feet 

chord of basic wing, measured perpendicular to quarteMhord line, 
feet 

mean aerodynamic chord , feet 

chord of the flap behind%he hinge line, mea8ured perpendicular 
to the hinge lfne, feet 

free-etr&m WC pressure , pounds per equeze foot 

lateral distance from plane of symmetry, feet 

angle of attack, degrees 

absolute ViBCOBity, Sill@ per foot-second 

density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
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MODE& AND APPARATUS 

MACA RM A503GBa 
. 

The model used in this investigation WaB the SemiSF'aIl wing USed in 
the tests reported in reference 1~1th the NACA 64AOlO airfoil section 
(normal to the quarteMhord line) modified by increasing the leading- 
edge radius from 0.687- to l-600-percent chord of the basic NACA 64AOlO 
section and introducing a amall amount of camber over the forward portion 

'of the chord. The resulting mean camber line resembled the NACA 240 
with the camber reduced to aorreepond to a design lift coefficient of 
0.1. The basic wing had the quarter-chord line swept baok 35O, a taper 
ratio of 0.5, and an aspect ratio of 4.5. The modification made to the 
wing is ahown in figUre 1, and the coordinates for the NACA 64AOlO air- 
foil eecltion and the revised leading edge are shown in table I. 

The model was equipped with a full-span, radiUs-noae, sealed, 
trailing-edge flap. The chord of the flap was 30 percent of the chord 
of the b&Sic airfoil se&ion, normal to the quarter-chord line. Details 
of the flap are 8howninfigure 1. 

The wing was construoted of solid steel and the flap of alumilaun 
alloy. The wing was modified by buflding up the forward 26 percent, 
mainly on the lower surface, with a ti~bisrrmth alloy and recontouring 
to the coordinate8 shown in table I. 

The model was mounted vertically with the wind-tunnel floor serving 
as a reflection plane as shown in figure 2. The turntable upon which 
the model was munted was directly connected to the fOrCWasW?ing appa- 
ratus. The flap hinge moment8 were measured with a resi8tance+-pe eleo- 
triC strain gage mounted beneath the turntable cover plates. 

TESTS 

To detetine independently the effects of Reynolds number and Mach 
number-on the aerodynemic characteristios of the modified wing, the 
investigation was conducted at Reynolds numbers from 2,000,OOO to 
ll,OOO,OOO at a Maoh number of 0.21 and at Mach numbers from 0.21 to 
0.94 at a Reynolds number of 2,000,OOO. Lift, drag, pitching moment, 
andhingemomentweremea8ured throughanangle-of-attackrangefrom 
-10' to 24', exoept at high Mach nUmber8 where wind-tunnel power limi- 
tations prevent testing at the higher engles of attack. All data were 

taken with the flap undeflehted. 
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The data have been oorrected for the effects of tunnel+ll interc 
ference, includi~ constriction due to the presence of the tunnelwall8, 
and for model--support -Laze foroee. Defleotion of the wing a& of the 
flap due t0 aerOdpaIIIi0 lOadbIg ma negligible so no COrreCtiOn ha8 been 
applied for the effeots of aeroelestic deformation. 

Tunnel44al-l. Interferenoe 

Correction8 to the dati for the effeot8 of tunnel4llinterference 
have been evaluated by the method8 df reference 2. The correction8 
added to the drag coefficient and to the angle of attack were 

Aa = O.j2g.C,-, degrees 

SD = 0.00502 CL2 

The pitchingwent and hing ~n$ data were not oorreoted einoe the 
correction8 would have been extremely 8mall. 

Con8triction Effects 

Corrections appUed for the colvrtriction effects due to the presence 
of the tunnel wall8 were computed by the method of reference 3. The 
correction8 have not been nsodified to allow for the effect of sweep. ' 
The following table Show8 the EEgnitude of the WXW3CtiOnEI to &oh num- 
ber and asnamfc pressure: 

Corrected Uncorrected 
Mach nux&er Machnumber 

0.210 
.600 
,800 
-8% 
,900 

:g 

0.210 
,600 

2% 
-896 
-923 
-932 

1.001 
1.001 
1.002 
1.003 
l-UC5 
1.008 
1.009 
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Tares 

A correotion to the drag data was made to allow for forces on the 
exposed surfaoe of the turntable. The variation of turntable drag with 
Mach number and Reynolds number was determined from tests with the model 
removed from the tunnel. Subsequent to the test8 reported in refer- 
ence 1, revisions have been made to the wind-tunnel turntable which have 
altered the drag -&~~a slightly from those previously presented in ref- 
erence 1. Turntable drag coefficients, based on the area of the semi- 
span wing, are presented in the folloving table: 

M Rx lO-e 

0.21 
.21 
-21 
-21 
,650 

:g 

:E 
-94 

Ill.0 

,‘:: 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

CD tare 

0.0050 
-0052 
l 0055 
l 0055. 
-0065 
.ocm 
. 00-75 
. oop3 
-0080 
-0081 

No attapt was made to evaluate tares due ta poa8ible interference 
effects between the model and the turntable, but they were believed to 
be SIllall. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To show the effectiveness of the modification, the aerodynamic char- 
acteristics of the modified wing are.campElred with those of the basic 
wing of reference 1. 

Effects of Reynolds Number 

General aerodynsmic characteristics..- Lift, pitching+noment, drag, 
and hing- nt coefficients are presented in figure 3 for Reynolds 
nxmibera from 2,000,000 to ll,OOO,OOO~at a Mach number of 0.21; It can be 
seen that, while the aerodynamic ChaIXCteriBtiCS of the b&SIC wing were 
moderately sen8itive to changes in Reynolds number, this sensitivity was 
greatly increased as-a result of the modification. At Reynolds numberB 
of 2,000,OOO and 3,OW;OOO~the modification effected only a slight 
improvement in the characteristics of the basic wing. At Reynolds 

. 

. -- 
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numbers of 7,000,OOO &XI 11,000,000 the effect of the modification was 
to increase the lift coefficient at which separation effects resulted 
in large changes $n the.ting characteristics, the increase of lift coef- 
ficient being of the order of 50 percent at a Reynolds number of 
ll,ooQ,ooo. This delay of separation to higher lift coefficients by the 
modification was reflected in an increase in the lift coefficient at 
which the abrupt forward shift of the aerodynamic center occurred, as 
shown in figure 3(b). This forw-srd shift in the aerodynamic center is 
beYeved to be the result of changes in the spaarise distribution of 
load occurring as a result of separation on the outer portions of the 
ew3. At a Reynolds number of 2,OCO,OOO, this sudden instability 
occurred at a Bft coefficient of 0.77' as corqarsd to 0.60 for the basic 
wing; at the highest Reynolds number of the test (ll,OOO,ooO), the 
abrupt forward shift of the aeromc center occurred at a lift cosf- 
ffaient of 1.18 ( 

%fld 
as compared to a value of 0.80 (0.9 

for the basic wing, %0%x) 
e 

The reduction in drag effected by thie delay of separation can be 
8een in figure 3(c). At Reynolds nuzdbers of 2,000,OoO and 3,000,OOO 
the modification caused decreasea in drag above a lift coefficient of 
about 0.30; at Reynolds numbers of 7,000,OOO and ll,OOO,OOO, large reduc- 
tions in drag were etident at lift coefficients above about 0.65. 

The effect of the modification on the hinge-mom ent coefficients of 
the flap is shown in figure 3(d). At Reynolds numbers of 2,OCO,OCO and 
3,000,000, the modification had little effect on the flap hinge moments. 
However, at Reynolds numbers of 7,000,OOO and U,OOO,OOO, the ax@.-f- 
attack range over which the hingsment curves remained essentially 
IlLnear was substantially increased as a result of the modification. 
Thus it is apperent that urnier these conditions the modificatfon was 
highly effective in alleviating the separation effects responsible for 
the 8evere upfloat tendency of trailing+dge flaps on swept+ack wings. 

Lift-drag ??atio.- Presented in figure 4 is the liftArag rat10 as 
a function of lift coefffcient for various Reynolds numbers. These data 
reflect the drag reductions at the higher lift coefficients which were 

noted in ffgure 3(c). The modification sl&htly increased the maximum 
liff+drag ratio at low Remlds numbers, but had lfttle influence on the 
msximum value at the highest Reynolds number. 

Drag due to lift.- The effecta of Reynolds number on the drag due 
to lift CD-CD, of the modified wing and of the basic wing are pr+ 
aented in figure 5. Aleo dmwn in this figure is the calculated induced 
drag coefficient for a wing having the s&me aspect ratio (4.5) a8 the 
basic wing and an elUptical span load distribution, CD~ = cL2/ti. At 
a Reynolds number of ll,COO,OOO, CD-CD, of themodifiedting didnot 
greatly exceed the induced drag for elliptic loading until maxdmum lift 
was attained. At the sams Reynolds number, C#Do of ti.e basic wing 
increased abruptly at only 75 percent of its maxImum lift. At Reynolds 
numbers of 2,OCO,OOO and 3,OCO,OOO, CD-CD0 for the basic w-ing 



increased rapidly at relatively low lift coefficients, this rapid 
increase being delayed to slightly higher lift coefficients as a result 
of the modification. If the rapid drag rise is taken as a measure of 
the lift coefficient at which flow separation first occurred on the 
wing, the effect of the modification was to delay separation at a 
Reynolds number of 11,000,000 to a lift coefficient almost 75 percent 
higher than that for the basic wing. 

Eiffects of Mach Number 

General aerodvnamic characteristics.- Lift, pitching-mament, drag, 
and hm3- nt coefficients are presented in figure 6 for ~sch numbers 
from 0.21to 0.94 at a Reynolds number of 2,000,OOO. Although the 
results show only minor. changes in the wing characteristics due to the 
modification, it should be emphasized that these data were obtained at 
a Reynolds nunibsr of 2,COO,OOO and are probably subject to the large- 
scale effect previously noted with the low+speed data. 

At Mach numbers of 0.21 and 0.60, the modification increased 
slightly the lift coefficient at which sepsration occurred on the wing. 
This is indicated by the lift, drag, and pitching-moment data of fig- 
ure 6. At Mach rumibers of 0.80 and above, ths modification resulted in 
virtually no improvement in the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. 
The negative value of the pitching+uomen t coefficient at zero lift and 
the negative angle of attack for zero lift, which resulted from the fos 

: ward camber, increased with increasing Mach number. Generally, the 
modification had little effect on the angle of attack at which the large 
increase of flap hinge moment occurred. 

Lift-curve along.- The variation of lift-curve slope (measured 
through CL = 0) with Mach nu&er is shown in figure 7. The effects 
of Mach number were similar for both the basic wing and the modified 
wing; the lift-curve slope gradually increased up to a Mach nmiber 
slightly greater than 0.90, and then abruptly decreased with further 
increase in Mach.number. 

Aerod.mc center.- Figure 7 also shows the effect of Mach number 
on the location of the aerodynamic center (measured through CL = 0). 
The effects of compressibility were similar for the two wings; the acre 
dynamic center remained essentially fixed up to a Mach number of 0.6 and 
rapidly moved rearward with further increase in Mach number. At Mach num- 
hers up to 0.85 the aerodynamic center of the modified wing was 1 to 3 
percent of the mean aerodynamic chord ahead of the aerodynamic center of 
the basic wing. 

c 

Minimum dra#q.- Also presented in figure 7 is the variation of mini- 
mum drag coefficient with Mach number. At a Mach number of 0.21 the 
modified wing had a minizmnn drag coefficisnt of approximately 0.0060 as 
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compared to approximately 0.0050 for the basic wing. These values 
increased slightly with Mach number up to a Mach mmiber of about 0.90 
above which the drag coefficients for both wings increased rapidly. At 
a Mach number of 0.94, the basic wing showed a higher minimum drag coef- 
ficient than did the modified wing. While the reason for the'higher 
minimum drag of the basic wing at this I&ch number la m, it should 
be mentioned that the chokLng Mach number of the tunnel is only slightly 
greater than 0.94. 
which aq(&M = 

The Mach number for drag divergence (Mach number at 
0.10) was approximately 0.92 for the modified wing 

as compared to about 0.91 for the basic wing. 

.C0RCLusI0Rs 

Tests have been conducted of a wing having. 35O of sweepback and an 
sspect ratio of 4.5 to determine the effect of modifying the original 
NACA &A010 section by increasing the leading-e radius and concu?+ 
rently introducing a small amount of. csxiber 0,ver the forward portion of 
the chord. A comparison of the ~aerodynamic characteristic8 (flap 

- undeflected) of the modified wing with those ,of the basic wing indicates 
the folIowIng conclusions: 

1. Whereas the aerodynamic characteristics of the basic wing were 
somewhat sensitive to changes in Reynolds number at a constant Mach mm+ 
her of 0.21, this sensitivity to scale effect was greatly increased as a 
result of modification. 

2. At a I&oh number of 0.21 and a Reynolds number of ll,COO,OOO, 
modffying thewingresulted inapproximatelya ~percentincreasein 
the lift coefficient at whLch flow separation caused large changes in 

. the wing characteristics. This improvement was indicated in the lift, 
drag, pitching+m3ment, and flap hingwment data. 

3. At Reynolds numbers of 7,000,OCO and ll,OOO,OOO, the sngle-of- 
attack range over which the hingwment curves remained essentially 
linear was substsntially increased as a result of the naodification. 

4. At a Reynolds number of 2,000,000, the modification effected 
onlyaslightimprovementintheaerodynamic characteristics of thewing 
at Mach ma&era of 0.21 and 0.60, and virtually no improvement at Mach 
numbers above O.&I. The lack of greater improvement may be a result of 
the-low Reynolds numbers at which these data were obtained. 

Ames Aeronautical Lsboratory, 
Rational,Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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WLE I. -COO~IN.ATBFORTEENACA6kAOlOAIRFOILSECTION 
ANDTEEMODIFIED NACA 64AOlOAIRF'OIL S&CPON 

[All dimensions in percent of chord of original RACA &A010 airfoil] 

Coordinates 

NACA &A010 
Modified- 

Nm.A 64-AOlO 

Ordina>e Ordinates 
Station Upp6r Station 

upper Lower 
lower 

-0.72 a.87 4.87 
---P -1.02 

-- -.W .::g -1.69 
--.25 -23 4.03 

0 0 0 

:g .80 097 :g 

:E 4.25 

-.97 4.54 -2.67 
1.25 1.23 1.25 4.88 

2.50 l.6g 2-w 
5.00 2..33 5.00 t 

3-z 
7.50 2.81 7.50 -3:72 

10.00 3.20 10.00 0 -3.81 
15.00 3.81 15.00 0" -3.96 

20.00 1.3 20.00 30.00 
40.00 5:oo 

30.00 
40.00 3 1 ci 

2," 442 zi-"oo" 
s 

B 3 
70.00 3.13 p:oo a 
80.00 2.10 80.00 
go.00 I.06 go.00 95.00 .54 95.00 

1 ii 

i! 
100.00 .02 100.00 7 

L.E. radius: 0.687 'L-E. radius: 1.600 
T.E. radius: 0.023 T.E. radius: 0.023 





. &hen&s shobm in inches 

ratio 4.5 4,464 
JfiO IO.5 0.5 

.4.443 a’ A489 ft * 
MO4 fP I.204 itc 

70 ft. 
39 ft 

UnAess Otherwfse noted. 

.25 chord of bask 

of basic wing sect& 

I’& coordtites 

Figure I.- Geometric chamcterlstics of the model. 
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Figure 2.- Photograph of the King mounted in the Ames Z-foot 
pressure wind tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- The effect of Reynolds number on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics. M, 0.27. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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Lift caeffMnt , c; 

Figure 4.- The variation of lift-drag ratio with lift coefficient ‘of several Reynolds numbers. M, 0.21. 
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Figure 5.- The varla2ion of drag due fo lift with lift coefficient squared at several Reynolds numbers. 
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figure 6.- The effect of Moth number on the aerodynamic chamcteristics. R, 2,000,OOO. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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for basic wins. 

42 -8 -4 0 4 8 Ii /6 20 24 

Angle of uffack , a, u’eg v 

(d/ c, vs cr. 
Figure 6.- Conch&i. 
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